Galaxie ford

The Ford Galaxie is a full-sized car that was built in the United States by Ford for model years
through to The name was used for the top models in Ford's full-size range from until , in a
marketing attempt to appeal to the excitement surrounding the Space Race. The Galaxie prefix
was dropped from the LTD in , and from the XL in ; [2] however the basic series structuring
levels were maintained. The "regular" Galaxie continued below the LTD as Ford's mid-level
full-size model from until its demise at the end of the model year. The Galaxie was the
competitor to the high-volume full sized Chevrolet Impala. The Ford range was introduced in
late with the Fairlane as the top trim level. Although a separate series from the Fairlane , [3] :
Galaxie models carried both Fairlane and Galaxie badging. In keeping with the era, the Galaxie
was a chrome and stainless steel-bedecked vehicle with optional two-tone paint. It was the very
image of the ostentatious lates American automobiles, though somewhat tamer than its
Chevrolet and Plymouth competitors. Ford advertised "safety anchorage" for the front seats.
Among the models was the Skyliner , moved upward from the Fairlane model, and featuring a
retractable hardtop that folded down into the trunk space. This feature, complicated and
expensive, left very little trunk room when folded down. Power retractable hardtops have since
been used by luxury manufacturers such as Mercedes-Benz , Lexus , and Cadillac , but in all
these cases the vehicle was a two-seater, allowing a much smaller top mechanism than the
Skyliner's. Not until , when the Pontiac G6 convertible, Peugeot CC in Europe and Volkswagen
Eos appeared, did another mass-market model with a rear seat appear in this category. The
Galaxie introduced all-new design with less ornamentation. A new body style was the Starliner ,
featuring a huge, curving rear observation window on a pillarless, hardtop bodyshell. The thin,
sloping rear roof pillar featured three "star" emblems that served as the Galaxie signature
badge for all - 62 models. The formal roofed 2-door hardtop was not available this year, but the
roofline was used for the Galaxie 2-door pillared sedan, complete with chromed window frames.
It had been the most popular body style in the line for , and sales dropped off sharply. Contrary
to Ford's tradition of pie-plate round taillights, the featured "half-moon" lenses turned
downward. The "A" pillar now swept forward instead of backward, making entering and exiting
the car more convenient. For , the bodywork was redone again, although the underpinnings
were the same as for This time, the tailfins were almost gone; the small blade-like fins capped
smaller versions of 's "pie-plate" round taillamps once again. The was downgraded in favor of
the ; it was equipped with a 2-barrel carburetor and single exhaust. The Starliner was again
offered this year, and Ford promoted this model with luxury and power equipment, but it was
dropped at the end of the year, as the re-introduced square-roof hardtop coupe, the Galaxie
Club Victoria, took the bulk of sales. For , the Galaxie name was applied to all of Ford's full size
models, as the Fairlane name was moved to a new intermediate model and Custom was
temporarily retired. New top-line Galaxie two-door sedan and hardtop, four-door sedan and
hardtop, and "Sunliner" convertible models offered plusher interiors, more chrome trim outside,
and a few additional luxury items over and above what was standard on the plainer Galaxie
models. Base Galaxie models were available in two- and four-door sedans as well as the plain
Ranch Wagon. In an effort to stimulate midseason sales, Ford introduced a group of sporty cars
along with a "Lively Ones" marketing campaign. These models featured the bucket seats and
console that were popularized by the Chevrolet Corvair Monza, and included a Fairlane Sports
Coupe, and a Falcon Futura. Ford stated in its sales literature that XL stood for "Xtra Lively. The
XL had sportier trim inside and out. This model was Ford's response to Chevrolet's Super Sport
option for the big Impala , which was introduced the previous year and saw a significant rise in
sales for Tailfins were gone, giving the models a more rounded, softer rear end look. Taillights
were set lower into the rear panel and were partially sunken into the newly sculpted rear
bumper. Outside, XL models got a thicker body side chrome spear, along with a new "Galaxie
XL" emblem on each rear fender including the convertible, where this badge replaced the
"Sunliner" script. An oval version of the Galaxie "star" emblem replaced Ford crests on the roof
sail panels on hardtops. Front fenders shapes were the same as ; a slightly modified flat-face
grille featured a large "star"emblem in its center for all and higher-priced Galaxie models. The
models were overweight by comparison to the Super Duty Pontiacs with their aluminum body
panels and larger-displacement engines. A lower, fastback roofline was added mid-year to
improve looks and make the big cars more competitive on the NASCAR tracks with less drag
and reduced aerodynamic lift at high speed. Mercury also received the new roofline under the
Marauder badge in Monterey, Montclair, and Park Lane models. It was offered for only, and was
replaced by the Custom series in The "Swing-away" steering wheel became optional. Later in
the year, the was replaced with an enlarged version displacing cubic inches. At the beginning of
the model run, the Y-block V8 was replaced as the base V8 engine with the Fairlane's new small
block The was then the largest of the "small block series" that was first used cubic inch version
in the Fairlane. The was offered on the Falcon Sprint and later, in mid , in the early version of the

Mustang. By model introduction in the fall of , the which had disappointing performance in all
versions including the Sprint and Mustang was replaced by the in all models. Ford continued to
offer the FE series in the full size, as well as 3 versions of the V8 regular, high performance, and
police. Five different transmissions were offered for A 3-speed manual column shift was
standard on all models except the V8, which required the heavier duty Borg-Warner 4-speed
manual. A three speed manual with overdrive was optional, but rarely ordered. The two-speed
Ford-O-Matic was common with the 6-cylinder and small block V-8s, while the majority of big
blocks and were ordered with the 3-speed Cruise-O-Matic automatic transmission. The
availability of several different rear end ratios, along with 5 transmissions, and 8 different
engines, led to a huge number of different driveline combinations for Ford's "Club," "Town,"
and "Victoria" monikers for body styles were retired in , replaced by generic labels,
"2-door","4-door", and "Hardtop. Partway through this year and in limited quantities, a new
replaced the for racing applications. Ford also made available aluminum cylinder heads as a
dealer option. Hood springs, heater, trunk lining and mat, spare wheel and tire and mounting
bracket , trunk lid torsion bar, jack, lug wrench, one horn of the stock two , armrests, rear
ashtrays, courtesy lights, and dome light were removed to reduce weight. They were not factory
equipped with cold-air induction , [20] as the Thunderbolt would be. Three more were
assembled from parts and tested at Ford's Experimental Garage in Dearborn. The heavy
Galaxies suffered from persistent brake failure that led to a number of crashes, and in late
started using the inch disc brakes from the Ford GT40 program. By this time the Lotus Cortinas
were being developed and the big Galaxie became uncompetitive. Model year was the fourth
and final year of this body style. Interior trim was altered, and the exterior featured a more
sculpted look which was actually designed to make the car more aerodynamic for NASCAR. The
formal-roof "boxtop" style was no longer available, all non-wagon models now featuring the "
fastback " roof design that was the runaway best-seller in The base was replaced by a line of
Custom and Custom models. The continued as the base V8 and was standard in the XL series.
XL models got new thin-shell bucket seats with chrome trim. Federal regulations now required
lap-style safety belts for both front outboard occupants. The ignition switch was moved from
the left side of the steering column, to the right, but otherwise the attractive instrument panel
remained unchanged from ' The XL two-door hardtop became the best seller of any XL
produced in any year. These competed in North America but were still too heavy and Ford
introduced the lightweight Fairlane Thunderbolt. The Ford Country Squire station wagon, while
wearing "Country Squire" badging, was actually part of the Galaxie line. Some Country Squires
had "Galaxie " badging on the glovebox indicating the series name. These station wagons
featured the same trims as Galaxie s, and were a step up from the base-model Country Sedan.
The Galaxie was an all-new design, featuring vertically stacked dual headlights. The cars were
taller and bulkier than the previous year's. Suspension on the models was redesigned.
Replacing the former leaf-spring rear suspension was a new three-link system, with coil
springs. Interiors featured a new instrument panel, as well as two-way key vehicle access: the
introduction of two keys was for valet parking, where the rounded head key would only open the
trunk or locked glove compartment, while the squared head key would only unlock the doors
and the ignition. This engine was also available on the Ford Thunderbird and the Mercury S The
body style was introduced in Brazil Ford do Brasil as a model; it had the same external
dimensions throughout its lifetime until Brazilian production ended in Safety regulations for
required seat belts front and rear on all new cars sold domestically. The Galaxie would be the
3-selling convertible in the U. For , the 7 Litre model no longer carried the Galaxie name; it was
to be the last year of it being separately identified. That identification was mainly trim such as
horn ring and dashboard markings as well as the "Q" in the Vehicle Identification Number. The 7
Litre for was a trim and performance option on the Ford XL , which was now a separate model
as well. Modifications to the styling included adding a major bend in the center of the grille and
making the model less "boxy" than the model. An 8-track tape cartridge player became an
option. For all Fords featured a large, padded hub in the center of the plastic steering wheel,
along with an energy-absorbing steering column introduced late into the model year , [29]
padded interior surfaces, recessed controls on the instrument panel, and front outboard
shoulder belt anchors. Another safety related change was the introduction of the dual brake
master cylinder used on all subsequent Galaxies and other Ford models. The model had a new
grille with headlights arranged horizontally, although the body was essentially the same car
from the windshield back. The 'long hood, short deck' style with a more upright roofline and a
notchback rear was followed too, as was the new trend for concealed headlights on the XL and
LTD. Standard equipment included courtesy lights, a cigarette lighter, a suspended gas pedal,
and padded front seat backs. The models featured additional safety features, including side
marker lights and shoulder belts on cars built after December 1, The model's large steering

wheel hub was replaced by a soft "bar" spoke that ran through the diameter of the wheel and
like the style, was used throughout the Ford Motor Company line. A plastic horn ring was also
featured. The dashboard was built as a pod around the driver rather than traditionally extending
across both sides. The XL and Galaxie Sportsroof had rear sail panels to simulate a fastback
roofline. The Country Squire was, perhaps, the pinnacle of design for that wagon with the
concealed headlights. Headrests were featured on model cars built after January 1, From to
full-size Ford wagons were treated as a separate model series and were listed as Ranch Wagon ,
Country Sedan , and Country Squire. Galaxies for model year received minor trim changes. A
new ignition lock was located on the right side of the steering column. Model year was the last
year for the XL, [4] but Galaxie hardtop coupes were also available in both formal-roof and
SportsRoof body styles. The optional 4-speed manual transmission, which was available on the
the year prior, was dropped for A complete redesign was offered for This included a horizontal
wrap around front bumper with a massive vertical center section much in the vein of concurrent
Pontiacs. Taillights lost the traditional "rocket" exhaust theme in favor of horizontal lights and
trimmed center section. The engine line-up saw some changes for ' The optional 2v FE V8 was
replaced mid-year by a new series 2v V8. Models for were similar but the vertical center grille
section was now not so prominent as the front bumper now continued across it and the rear
bumper was enlarged with inset taillamps. The model was marginally shorter than previous
models, but had a heavier, bulker appearance. Three towing packages were optional, each with
increasing towing capacity. Taxi packages continued to be offered as well. Four-door sedans
with metal door frames were replaced with a new "Pillared Hardtop" model which featured a thin
"B" post and frameless door glass. This body style was offered together with the traditional
pillarless four-door hardtop. The model year was essentially a repeat of , but it was the last year
for the Galaxie name. Power front disc brakes were standard. The LTD stayed on as the top
full-size model. Although a top seller and high-end model for many years, the Galaxie was
slowly phased out and de-emphasized by Ford Motor Co. Approximately 7,, full-size Fords and
Mercurys were sold over â€” The Ford Galaxie was also produced in Australia from late to Prior
to local assembly which began in late , small numbers of RHD full imports were sourced
through select Australian Ford dealers, and also by Ford of Australia for executive use. The fully
imported to early models used a U. Fairlane dashboard and instruments. In late , a Edsel
Corsair-based dashboard was used, and for , a Edsel Ranger-based dashboard was used.
However, some RHD s and s have been photographed with the more attractive U. The models
got the U. This wheel was retained for , and the Torino cluster replaced the Continental version.
Some right hand drive models have been seen with a mirror image of the US-style instrument
panel for that year. Australian assembled cars â€” received a woodgrain dashboard fascia, and
accessories as standard, such as:. Australian assembly of to model Galaxies from CKD kits
totalled 3, vehicles with 1, of the to models converted to right-hand-drive in Australia. Two units
were used as the presidential car until These ran neat ethanol E , and had 28 gallons fuel tanks.
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